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Editorial
Resolution:
Discrete and Divine

T

he new year 2017 has come with
new hopes. Virtually everyone
takes resolution in terms of
achievement, desire, position, health,
money, marriage, or so on. Some of those
we keep in our mind, but most of the cases
we forget. But in this vast array of resolutions, there is one common factor, and that
is - everyone of us wants to lead a happy
and better life. This is divine; and those
varieties are discrete.
As we see the full moon day, but the rest of
the day we see the crescent of the moon,
which gradually becomes thinner and one
day it transforms into dark i.e. no moon day.
And again, it reverses back to full moon.
Original moon always remains same
forever and that is „divine‟. The rest forms of
the moon are „discrete‟.
Similarly, levels of knowledge and
consciousness vary from time to time. But
when total knowledge comes to our
approach, then all past get merged into it.
And such situation arrives in the form of the
higher peaks of the range of hills of history
of mankind, when a man of wisdom takes
birth on the earth. He makes a flood of
existential-culture over the Globe. In this
flood every faculty of knowledge fulfills each
other and makes all in one. Such man is
called is Divine Seer, who takes all the
discreet (each small unit) into Himself and
demonstrates to the world - how to achieve
total wisdom and happiness.
Thus, our resolutions only take shape if it
follows the scientific law of success. This
science of success gets manifested in the
life of the Man of Science (World Master).
As, to understand mother‟s affection books
or lectures don‟t work much, but if we come
within the induction of mother‟s affection,
even a child immediately could realize the
gravity of a mother‟s love.
So the true resolution of man is to get
attached with Master Man, if one truly
wants to love his own life and growth and
enjoy self-existence through generations.
Because all varieties of resolutions
(discrete wants) meaningfully get solved
into that divine unit.
Hence we must find the Man of Wisdom to
get the solutions of all material and spiritual
quests to enjoy heavenly bliss!
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Cordial conjugal love and future economy

ove is the only cause of human
existence. Because love for lifeenjoyment and self-expansion
drives one to seek knowledge, explore the
surroundings, reveal unknown secrets, find
out the elixir to combat death, and so on.
The desire of self-expansion of the livingworld enables it to get attracted to the
opposite sexes, which begets progeny. Thus,
the human being also naturally gets attracted
towards opposite sexes to fulfill its inner
desire of self-expansion
and enjoyment of existence
generation after generation.
And systematic management of this eternal desire
for perfect progress welcomes marriage.
So, purpose of Marriage is
not only „a license of sexenjoyment‟, but to serve a long term great
social purpose too. So, the selection of a
marriage of male and female should secure
happiness, progress and better progeny. If
a selection (marriage) fails to fulfill any of its
factors, results disaster of social life and environment. This perfect-selection is called
„psychogenic compatibility‟ - that is, in fact
mental and genetic matching.

I

Genetic matching comes from heredity and
genetic qualities; and psychological (mental)
tuning comes from the regardful-love of the
female towards the qualities of the male; so
by nature female has the first choice of mate
-selection placing herself from above her
complexes (having psycho-physical purity),
because this enables the girl to scan good
and bad sides of a boy with a transparent
vision to make a right judgment.
Such „marriage‟ brings perfect sexualrelation, that removes all
sorts of abnormalities and
procures better progeny.
Couple‟s love-bond gets
perfection with a higher
common-attachment (man
of „personified wisdom‟). It
assures everlasting conjugal love and harmony.

World News Bulletin
‘America has no permanent
friends or foes’ : Trump
Nearly 45 years after the Nixon duo‟s path
-breaking friendship overtures to Mao‟s
China, the world is witnessing another
American leader, president-elect Donald
Trump, attempting to
i m pl em e nt th a t
formula, this time to
say that China is
no friend of America‟s
but
a
job-stealer and an
enemy. After getting
elected, Trump continued his tirade
against China, giving enough indications
that what he said during the campaign
wasn‟t just poll rhetoric.

‘One World Government is
needed’ : Bill Gates
In view of the urgent problems in the world
is a global government “badly needed,”
where “The UN system has failed" - said
59 years old world‟s richest and founder of
Microsoft Bill Gates. “Take the UN, it has
been created especially for the security in
the world. We are ready for war, because
we have taken every precaution. But what

This is the actual cause of foundation of
social peace, that welcomes national
progress and builds the future economy.
Industry (soil of the economy) grows from
servicing attitudes towards the environment.
Thus, ideal centric conjugal love could make
future self-reliance people‟s-economy and
secures continuous flow of higher human
is with epidemics? How many doctors do
resource - the base of a stronger society.
we have as much planes, tents, what

Jesus Christ : The lover and savior of mankind

t is a fact of more than 2500 years ago.
The social order of Europe was almost
shattered under wrong dictatorship,
nonsense worshipping of idols, absurd
practices of rituals and so on.
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all causes of sorrow. He moved on to
teach His findings with love and humanity
along with few fishermen (initial disciples)
who became great saints later on.

His life was sacrificed to save humanity
There was a religious
from all miseries.
man,
Joseph
His teachings were
(descendent of the
based on the
Aryan
Prophet
fundamentals of
Abraham) from Israel,
Aryanism, are: (1)
was loved by a pious
Believe in „one‟
lady Merry. Jesus
God, (2) Accept
Christ took birth within
God‟s incarnations
their divine love. Since
(Prophet) (3) Path
His childhood Jesus TOP: Jesus and the cave of resurrection, here to be and become
had been very much He was treated after crucifixion BELOW: His (one Dharma) are
emotionally attached nailed foot-print & Grave in Kashmir.
manifested in
to His parents. People
Prophet. This was
Special on Holy Birthday of Jesus
used to love Him by
an evolution of Aryvirtue of His divine love to all.
anism; so Jesus is also treated in the chroIt is believed (by the researchers worked on nology of Aryan Seers.
His early life and life after the crucifixion) that He was crucified by the cruel King accusat the age of fourteen He was taken to Indo- ing Him as a reactionary! But Jesus was
Aryan subcontinent (Bharat) by „three wise‟ secretly saved by His closest devotee
men (who were following Him since His „Holy‟ Matthew and treated by Mary Magdalene.
birth) and He learnt here for 18 year and then It is now proved fact that He went to Indowent back to His home in Israel. He took initi- Aryan subcontinent (Bharat) after this inciation (Baptized) to Saint John at the age of dent and spent till His last day as Saint Isa.
thirty. In spiritual realizations Jesus came to His grave is still kept under the „Tomb of
know that He is made to save the world from Rozabal‟ at Srinagar in Kashmir (India).

scientists? If there were such a thing as a
world government, we would be better
prepared."

Life in Mars - clue found !
NASA scientists have found brand new
evidence of life on Mars in the form of a
chemical element that is essential for DNA
synthesis announced on 14/12/2016.
NASA‟s Curiosity rover found the chemical element boron on the surface of the
red planet – a chemical that is crucial in
supporting life. The temperature, pH, and
dissolved mineral content of the ground-

water could make it habitable. According
to the researcher, rocks containing boron
and other elements, could have continued
on Mars for hundreds of millions of years.
After boron was found on Mars, chances
to find there any traces of life increased.
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